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ABSTRACT
Social media activity is driven by real-world events (natural dis-
asters, political unrest, etc.) and by processes within the platform
itself (viral content, posts by influentials, etc). Understanding how
these different factors affect social media conversations in polarized
communities has practical implications, from identifying polariz-
ing users to designing content promotion algorithms that alleviate
polarization. Based on two datasets that record real-world events
(ACLED and GDELT), we investigate how internal and external
factors drive related Twitter activity in the highly polarizing con-
text of the Venezuela’s political crisis from early 2019. Our findings
show that antagonistic communities react differently to different
exogenous sources depending on the language they tweet. The
engagement of influential users within particular topics seem to
match the different levels of polarization observed in the networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding if social media activity is responding to triggers
from real-life events or is the result of in-platform discussions (such
as information campaigns) has many applications. For example,
detecting information campaigns that are often coordinated within
a platform and are only loosely connected to real-life events [9]
can have impacts from healthcare [18] to political unrest [1]. An-
other application could be developing simulators of social media
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activity that realistically incorporate reactions to events from the
physical world. For example, seismic events were "seen" in Twitter
activity [15], thus a realistic simulator of Twitter activity should
react to relevant exogenous events.

This paper analyzes the impact of internal and external factors
driving polarized discussions on Twitter. To this end, we chose the
Venezuelan political crisis of the early 2019 which involved mass
protests and international political responses that were recorded
in the news media. Because of the international attention, Twitter
discussions related to this episode spanned multiple languages. The
politically polarized Venezuelan society [25] responded in different
ways to the same event, depending on political ideology.

In this work, we ask the following questions: How does the
Twitter community who engages with Venezuela-related topics
during early 2019 react to real world events? How do the two
ideologically opposing sides react to the same events? Are the
influential users (e.g., media and politicians) on Twitter increasing
the polarization of the community? Which are the topics that affect
polarization during different events?

Via empirical analysis on three datasets (from Twitter, ACLED
and GDELT) we show that antagonistic communities react dif-
ferently to different exogenous sources. For example, the activ-
ity from pro-Maduro users correlates strongly with the volume
of news articles reported in GDELT while the activity from the
Spanish-tweeting anti-Maduro community correlates better with
the volume of reported conflicts in ACLED. Moreover, both pro-
Maduro and anti-Maduro English-tweeting communities react to
news in a timely manner. Our results also show that media outlets
accounts are in the center of the anti-Maduro community, while
political figures are the ones responsible to bind the pro-Maduro
community. These influential users not only have an impact on
the structure of the communities but also on network polarization.
The engagement of media accounts and political figures within
particular topics of discussion seem to match the different levels
of polarization observed in the networks. For example, in highly
polarizing discussions related to military and violence topics, we
found a large number of these influential users. Lastly, we noticed
that different external events lead to different changes in network
polarization.

2 RELATEDWORK
Two main mechanisms were identified as the driving forces behind
the information diffusion in social media discussions [29]. First,
users share information because of the actions of their friends who
share similar social identity, trust, etc. This is known as social
influence. Second, exogenous factors that exist outside of the social
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media platforms can influence the online users to participate in
social media discussions.

Previous studies analyzed the effect of internal factors driving
the discussions on Twitter. Morales et al. [19] show that a minority
of opinion leaders (e.g., political elites) tend to capitalize public
attention in online discussions, and thus contribute to highly polar-
ized conversations. Ozer et al. [22] studied the effect of bot accounts
on online polarization over the US gun control debate. Their find-
ings suggest that automated accounts contribute to more polarized
online discussions related to US mass shooting events. Soares et
al. [28] investigated the effect of opinion leaders and activists on
shaping polarized discussions on social media within the Brazilian
political context. The authors leverage in-degree centrality to iden-
tify influentials, and qualitatively found that politicians, journalists
and media outlets are among the most popular accounts driving
the debate.

Few studies show how Twitter users react to external events. It
is widely known that Twitter reacts fast to offline events [16, 30] in
discussions that are either responding to a message posted by an
opinion leader (e.g., politician, media), or sharing information about
offline events. For example, Myers et al. [21] discover that 29% of
the URL mentions on Twitter are due to external events, while the
rest of the URL mentions are driven internally. These offline events
affect the diversity of actors participating in online discussions and
fostering interactions between actors and communities of diverse
backgrounds [4]. Freelon et al. [10] examined tweets regarding
#BlackLivesMatter and found that the network composition was
shaped at different phases of the movement by reactions frommedia
and offline events.

3 DATA FROM THE POLITICAL CRISIS IN
VENEZUELA

For the last two decades, Venezuela has experienced a pervasive so-
ciopolitical fragmentation fueled by differences of interests, identi-
ties, and politics. In Venezuela, the political spectrum is for the most
part divided into two ideologies: Chavism, embraced by those who
support the political ideology of the late president Hugo Chavez,
and Anti-Chavism, embraced by those who are strongly opposed
to Chavez’s legacy. Today, Chavism still maintains control of the
Venezuelan political system, with Nicolas Maduro as the head of the
state. However, failure to manage globalization, lack of investment
in infrastructure, and a poor administration has put the country
in the grip of a significant economic collapse. As a result, it has
contributed to a significant rise in crime and violence, lack of es-
sentials, shortages of medicines and food, and an unprecedented
humanitarian crisis [7].

3.1 Political Crisis Events in Early 2019
The 2019 Venezuelan political crisis has its roots in the controversial
re-election of Nicolas Maduro as the country’s president on January
10th. This event marked the beginning of a presidential crisis driven
by claims of illegitimacy and reports of coercion and fraud. During
the following days, the opposition-controlled National Assembly
widely denounced the re-election as fraudulent, and mandated an
order of succession. On January 23, the opposition leader, Juan
Guaidó, declared himself interim president of Venezuela in an effort

to restore democracy and constitutional rights. The event erupted
widespread protests to put pressure on Maduro’s administration to
resign from office, and it formed a coalition of countries in support
of Guaidó. In response, Maduro’s government ordered the armed
forces into the streets to maintain social order and disperse mass
protests. These intense and violent clashes between the military and
opposition supporters continued during the first couple of weeks
of February, and resulted in massive lootings, a large number of
detentions, and dozens of injured.

In early February, Guaidó announced a plan to bring interna-
tional humanitarian aid into Venezuela on February 23. Maduro
rejected the international aid offers and ordered the closure of the
Brazilian and Colombian borders to impede humanitarian aid de-
livery. A day before the international aid delivery, two dueling
concerts took place simultaneously at the Colombia-Venezuela bor-
der. The "Aid Live" concert was organised with the purpose of
raising money and support for the international humanitarian aid
effort. In response, Maduro’s government organised the "Hands
Off Venezuela" concert with the goal of rejecting aid efforts by
counteracting the rival concert. On February 23, the plan to bring
the humanitarian aid into Venezuela was met with a violent stand-
off between military forces and those accompanying the aid and
protesting against the regime. Clashes continued over the next
couple of days, and eventually it was reported that none of the aid
shipments were able to enter the country.

On March 8, the crisis intensified as a major nationwide blackout
struck Venezuela, leaving most parts of the country in the dark over
a period of five days. The blackout affected the daily routines of mil-
lions of Venezuelans as businesses shut down, public transportation
was out of service, water supply was unavailable, and hospital op-
erations were disrupted. This situation caused widespread protests
all over the nation against the recurring blackouts that have aggra-
vated the country’s social crisis, and especially criticizing Maduro
over his poor administration.

On March 25, Russian aircrafts were seen arriving at the Caracas
airport guarded by the Venezuelan military. The Venezuelan govern-
ment claimed that the visit was part of a supposedly joint military
exercise and cooperation between the two nation allies. However,
Guaidó and his supporters denounced the act as an illegal foreign
military intervention seeking to threaten the national security of
the country. Over the next couple of months, protests continued
to run rampant across the country. Nonetheless, the opposition
side started to lose momentum towards the end of the year, and
attendance at public rallies eventually dropped. Figure 1 presents
the timeline of these political events.

3.2 External Event Data
The events that unfolded during the 2019 Venezuelan political crisis
have been analyzed and documented in various magazines, news-
papers, and conflict databases. In this study, we rely on two such
data sources, ACLED and GDELT, that collect information on the
Venezuelan political conflict based on the reviews of human coders
and machines.

Armed Conflict Location and Event Dataset (ACLED) [24] is
collected primarily from local and regional news sources, Integrated
Regional Information Network (IRIN), Relief Web, Factiva, and
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Table 1: Keywords used for Twitter data collection.

#23Ene, #23Feb, 23 de Enero, 23 de Febrero, Aid Venezuela, #BravoPueblo, Caracas, Chacao, Maturin, Maracaibo, #Chavismo, #Chavistas,
FANB, #FreeVenezuela, #FueraDictadura, Fuerza Venezuela, GNB, #GritemosConBrio, #HandsOffVenezuela, #GuaidoPresidente, #JGuaido,

Juan Guaido, Maduro, #LasCallesSonDelChavismo, Leales siempre traidores nunca, Guaido, Libertad para Venezuela, Freedom for Venezuela,
#VamosBien, #MaduroDictador, #MaduroUsurpador, Nicolas Maduro, #SOSVenezuela, #VenezolanosEnElMundo, Venezuela Aid Live,

#WeAreMaduro, Yankee go Home, #FebreroRebelde, #NoMasDictadura, #AbajoCadenas Venezuela Crisis Humanitaria, Maduro Ilegitimo

Jan 10 –
Maduro’s 
re-election

Jan 23 – Guaidó
declares himself 
interim president

Feb 22 – Aid Live 
and Hands-off 
Venezuela concerts 
take place

Feb 23 – Violent 
standoff as 
humanitarian aid 
arrives for 
Venezuela

March 8 –
Nationwide 
Blackout

Feb 2 –
Guaidó plans 
to bring 
humanitarian 
aid

March 25 –
Russian Troops 
arrived

Figure 1: Daily volume of Twitter messages, GDELT, and ACLED events. For Spanish messages, the correlation coefficient is
0.56 and 0.65 with GDELT and ACLED, respectively. For English messages, the correlation is 0.61 and 0.4 with GDELT and
ACLED, respectively.

Jan 06 Jan 13 Jan 20 Jan 27 Feb 03 Feb 10 Feb 17 Feb 24 Mar 03 Mar 10 Mar 17 Mar 24 Mar 31
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Explosions/Remote violence

Battles

(a) ACLED

Dec 30 Jan 06 Jan 13 Jan 20 Jan 27 Feb 03 Feb 10 Feb 17 Feb 24 Mar 03 Mar 10 Mar 17 Mar 24 Mar 31

ASSAULT
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EXHIBIT FORCE POSTURE

FIGHT

PROTEST

THREATEN

USE UNCONVENTIONAL MASS VIOLENCE

(b) GDELT

Figure 2: Timeseries of ACLED and GDELT events in various conflict event types

humanitarian agencies. The database is known to be highly curated,
which often includes manually verified data [23]. ACLED typically
reports violent (e.g., protests, riots, political repressions) and non-
violent events (e.g., strategic developments) carried out by political
agents, including government officials, rebels, and militias [23].

There are 1,485 ACLED events related to Venezuela’s early 2019
conflicts in our dataset, grouped into six different event types (as
shown in Figure 2a). "Protests" and "violence against civilians"
events are the most popular. Due to its high accuracy in reporting
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real events, we used ACLED to drive the selection of similar topics
in Twitter and GDELT.

In addition, we used a publicly available geopolitical event data-
base, GDELT, to extract information as recorded in news arti-
cles [17]. The database consists of machine-coded events extracted
from news reports on a variety of news sources. GDELT database
is updated at every 15 minutes. We queried the database using
the "Venezuela" search term for events recorded between Decem-
ber 24th, 2018 and April 1st, 2019. This query returned a total of
624,254 GDELT events in 20 event types, as shown in Figure 2b.
Each GDELT event records the interaction between two actors
defined by a CAMEO code book [26].

While GDELT relies on similar information sources as ACLED,
there are differences regarding the events detected by each source [12].
For example, GDELT might pick events that could be missed by a
human annotator. In addition, the GDELT database does not use
background information to verify the accuracy of the automatically
detected events. In this study, we selected GDELT events that are
likely to be associated with event types also found in ACLED. In
particular, we filtered our GDELT data based on seven CAMEO
event types, namely Protest, Fight, Mass Violence, Coerce, Assault,
Threaten, and Exhibit Force Posture.

3.3 Twitter Data
In the Venezuelan political crisis, Twitter has enabled the online
public to stay informed on the latest real-world events, and allowed
politicians to effectively mobilize protesters [20]. While Venezuelan
authorities have regularly engaged in censoring news outlets and
digital media platforms, Twitter has become an alternative platform
to increase the awareness of on-the-ground conflict in both regional
and international communities1.

The Twitter data was collected over a period of three months
(December 24th to April 1st, 2019) using GNIP, a data collection
API tool, and based on a list of keywords (shown in Table 1) rele-
vant to the Venezuelan political crisis. We conducted a thorough
exploration of our dataset corpus in order to identify the most rep-
resentative topics originating from online social media discussions.
We worked alongside three research collaborators who are subject-
matter experts regarding the Venezuelan political context. The
annotators are fluent in both English and Spanish, and also familiar-
ized with particular jargon and specialized terms commonly used in
Venezuela. They identified 10 top-level topic groups: “Guaidó”, “As-
sembly”, “Maduro”, “protests”, “arrests”, “violence”, “international”,
“military”, “crisis”, and “other”. Because it is not feasible to manually
label millions of messages, in order to automate the annotation
process, we conducted a semi-supervised classification task con-
sisting of two steps: (1) manually annotating an initial subset of
messages, and (2) training a multilingual BERT model to classify
each message with one or multiple topics.

The manual annotation process was conducted over a corpus of
11,218 messages, and consisted in a 8 to 1 ratio of single-annotator
annotations to all-annotator annotations. These ten topics reported
inter-annotator agreement scores of 0.64 for the weighted average
Cohen’s Kappa, and 0.7 for the Fleiss’ Kappa measurement. After
manual annotation, a BERT model was trained for topic annotation

1https://time.com/5571504/venezuela-internet-press-freedom/

for multilingual text classification tasks [6]. The BERT model was
trained on 10,097 distinct text documents and evaluated on a 10%
test set (1,121 texts). Stratified sampling was used to ensure that
the train and test sets have approximately the same percentage of
samples of each topic class as in the original manually annotated
corpus. The model obtained a precision of 67%, recall of 66%, and
F1 score of 66%.

For this study, we focused on a subset of topics that directly
relate to political conflict events and that are represented in ACLED
and GDELT. This subset includes “protests”, “arrests”, “violence”,
and “military” topics. The resulting dataset consists of 723,883 seed
messages including tweets, replies and quotes done by 125,778 users,
and 8,278,527 retweets by 690,960 users. The majority of messages
are in Spanish (86%) and English (6%). Each Twitter record in our
dataset contains the following information: an assigned unique
identifier, the unique (anonymized) ID of the user who posted it, the
timestamp of the message, the respective content of the message
and its type (whether a tweet, quote, reply or retweet), and the
Twitter profile descriptions of each user.

In order to identify message stances, we manually annotate an
initial corpus of 11,218 messages with anti-Maduro, pro-Maduro
and neutral positions. Particularly, each annotator was asked to clas-
sify messages as part of the anti-Maduro group if (1) they express
disapproval of Nicolas Maduro, his administration, or his actions,
or (2) if they express approval of Guaido, his administration, or
his actions. The reverse is true for the pro-Maduro stance group.
Moreover, messages which do not take a stance in the political crisis
were assigned a neutral stance. Lastly, we trained a multilingual
BERT model to classify each message with one of three valid stance
groups. The BERT model was trained on 10,097 unique text docu-
ments and evaluated on a 10% test set (1,121 texts). For this task
the model obtained a precision of 81%, recall of 81%, and F1 score
of 81%. Overall, we found that the vast majority of messages in
both Spanish and English were classified as anti-Maduro (as shown
in Figure 3a). This observation suggest that there is a significant
community imbalance in Twitter with respect to online discussions
about the Venezuelan political crisis. This is aligned with a recent
survey, which showed that only a third of Venezuelans support the
present government in power [25].

In addition, we analyzed emotions in the social media messages.
We used SEL [27] and Empath [8] to count the words associated
with different emotional categories in the Spanish, and English mes-
sages, respectively. SEL contains 2,036 Spanish words dictionary
associated with sadness, joy, fear, anger, repulsion, and surprise
emotion categories. Empath is a tool that uses deep learning and
word embedding to build a semantically meaningful lexical cate-
gories. We selected six Empath categories (sadness, joy, fear, anger,
repulsion, surprise) to cover the emotional words used in English
messages. As shown in Figure 3b, both positive (e.g., joy) and nega-
tive (e.g., sadness) messages were more prevalent in the Spanish
community. However, the messages from the English speaking
community reveal fear.

4 INTERNAL DRIVERS
In order to identify the internal drivers of discussions in our Twitter
dataset, we first ranked all users based on their spread score [2]. The
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Figure 3: The number of Twitter messages grouped by different stances, and different emotions.

spread score for user u is the product of the fraction of the number
of tweets posted by u that get retweeted and the total number of
retweets that user u gets for his tweets. Intuitively, the spread score
captures the level of influence of a user: the higher the spread score,
the more influential the user is.

We selected the top-200 influential users ranked by the spread
score and analyzed their Twitter profile descriptions, account type
(i.e., verified user or not), and most recent messages posted on the
platform. Our main objective is to quantify the impact of these in-
fluential accounts on the online discussions during the Venezuelan
crisis. To this end, we first classify each account into one of three
classes: (1) political accounts, (2) media (e.g., news media outlets,
journalists), and (3) other (those that are not mapped to any of
the previous classes). This effort resulted in the identification of
48 political accounts (23 anti-Maduro and 25 pro-Maduro) and 60
media accounts. Second, we constructed the user-to-user interac-
tion network for each of the two most active periods of the crisis:
Guaidó president (January 23) and International aid (February 23).
For this, we considered a five-day interval around each event—two
days before the event, the day of the event, and two days after the
event—and selected only the messages posted during this interval.
Overall, we found that the "Guaidó president" episode generally
sparked discussions related to protests and violence in Twitter (40%
and 24%, respectively, out of the total activity). On the other hand,
the military (51%) and violence (34%) topics were the most popular
during the "International Aid" episode.

In order to investigate what is the role of these accounts in online
discussions from a network perspective, we compute the cluster-
ing coefficient of the user interaction networks within each stance
group and under certain what-if scenarios. The network has more
cohesive subgroups when the clustering coefficient is high. Specifi-
cally, we look at how the structure of the networks changes when
removing either political accounts or media accounts, especially
in comparison with random node removal. Random nodes were
selected based on their similarity to both political and media influ-
ential accounts with respect to their average number of activities.
We ran the selection of random nodes for removal 10 times and
report the average results.

Figure 4 presents the results of our experiments. We observe
similar patterns in the two episodes. First, we found that the clus-
tering coefficient in the anti-Maduro community decreases with
the removal of media accounts. This suggests that media accounts
tend to bind the anti-Maduro community to a greater degree than
political accounts. On the other hand, the clustering coefficient
of the pro-Maduro community decreases more when political ac-
counts are removed from the network than when media accounts
are removed, which suggests that political accounts tend to bind the
pro-Maduro community more than the media outlets. Second, we
show that these networks do not experience a significant change in
clustering coefficient when a set of nodes are randomly removed.
Thus, the changes on the network structure inflicted by the removal
of political or media accounts are due to account status rather than
to the activity of the account in the 5-day intervals of our investi-
gation. This highlights the importance of these political and media
accounts in their role as drivers of online discussions during the
Venezuelan crisis.

Another aspect to investigate is the impact of these political and
media influential accounts on network polarization. We use the
RandomWalk Controversy (RWC) score [11], a network polarization
measure based on random walks which ranges from 0 to 1. The
polarization score is close to 1 when the probability of crossing
sides is negligible (extreme polarization), and close to 0 when the
probability of crossing sides is comparable to that of staying within
the same community (absence of polarization). The measure is
quantified as follows:

RWC = PXX PYY − PXY PYX (1)

where PAB ,A,B ∈ X ,Y , is the conditional probability (P_AB =
P{ star t in community A

end in community B }).
Figure 5 shows the polarization scores as reported by RWC for

all our networks under different conditions and across the two
episodes of interest. We compare these results against random
node removals similar to our previous investigation. During the
international aid episode, we observe that the removal of both
political figures and media indeed had an impact on the overall
polarization score of the network, where we see that it decreases
(Figure 5b). However, we do not observe the same behavior in
the Guaido interim president episode, where the impact on the
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Figure 4: Clustering coefficient for both anti-Maduro and pro-Maduro communities under certain what-if scenarios. The origi-
nal networks were filtered by removing political and media accounts as well as random nodes with a similar activity rate than
that of political figures and media.
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Figure 5: Polarization scores (RWC) under varying what-if scenarios during Guaido interim president and international aid
episodes. The original networks were filtered by removing political andmedia accounts as well as randomnodes with a similar
activity rate than that of political figures and media.

polarization score is not significantly changed with the removal of
both political figures and media. We note this is due to the influence
of users who share both pro and anti Maduromessages. For example,
there are more (18%) users who share both anti and pro Maduro
messages during the Guaido interim president episode compared
to the similar number (8%) of users during the international aid
episode. In addition, we found that random node removals do not
affect significantly the polarization score of the networks during
these two episodes.

The next question we investigate is what is the impact of dif-
ferent topics on network polarization during different events. We
again use RWC measurement to gauge polarization on user-to-user
interaction networks under two different conditions: (1) by remov-
ing all messages associated to a particular topic, and (2) by only
considering interactions within a single topic. Figure 6 shows the
results of our experiments. First, we found that the removal of mes-
sages related to a single topic does not seem to have a significant

impact on polarization during the international aid episode. How-
ever, when removing certain topics in the Guaido interim president,
we observed a slight effect on the overall polarization. In particular,
removing military-related messages causes a drop in polarization,
while removing either arrests or protests messages increases po-
larization. Second, we observed that when topics are considered
independently from each other, the levels of polarization appear to
vary widely during the two episodes of interest. We noticed that
both military and violence are highly polarizing topics during both
episodes, while arrests is the least polarizing. We found that on
highly polarizing topics, the involvement of influential political
and media accounts tends to be high. In particular, the percentage
of identified political figures and media accounts, who were seen
engaged with these topics, was approximately 80% and 90%, respec-
tively. On the other hand, the involvement of influential users was
much lower for less polarizing topics, especially from the political
figures side. For instance, in the "International aid" episode, only
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38% of political figures and 87% of media accounts were seen en-
gaging with the arrests topic. Moreover, their involvement with the
same topic was much lower during the "Guaido interim president"
episode, where we observed only 25% of political figures and 65% of
media accounts. This high/low engagement of influentials within
particular topics seem to match the different levels of polarization
observed in the networks.

5 EXTERNAL DRIVERS
In this section, we analyze the impact of exogenous events on
polarized discussions on Twitter during the Venezuelan crisis. We
calculate the correlation between the volume of anti-Maduro and
pro-Maduro daily Twitter activities and the volume of offline events
as reported in the ACLED and GDELT databases. We are also asking
if users respond differently to the same events if they tweet in
different languages. Our objective is to understand how opposing
online communities who tweet in different languages react to real
events as recorded and interpreted in these external datasets.

First, we found that the Spanish anti-Maduro community cor-
relates more strongly with ACLED than with GDELT (Figure 7).
This suggests that online discussions from this side tend to align
very well with reports about protests and violent clashes happening
within Venezuela as documented by ACLED. On the other hand,
we observe that both the Spanish and English pro-Maduro commu-
nities seem to be better correlated with GDELT events than with
ACLED. That is, rather than reacting to the on-the-ground events
unfolding in the country, pro-Maduro messages tend to lean to-
wards those events in GDELT that are extracted from news reports.
One possible explanation for this observation is that pro-Maduro
community might not engage often in discussions about the on-
going conflicts/protests on the streets, as these demonstrations
were strictly against the regime.

Moreover, we observe that the English-tweeting anti-Maduro
community does not follow the same trend as its Spanish coun-
terpart. Specifically, we observed a higher correlation between
GDELT events and their Twitter online activities than what we
see for ACLED. The English community is likely to reside out-
side Venezuela, and thus first-hand knowledge of the on-going
real physical events might be limited. For this reason, their re-
actions tend to be better aligned with GDELT reports, as these
events are made known in the news. Lastly, we noticed that in both
languages the users who maintain a neutral tone correlate their
messages more with ACLED. The messages from the neutral ac-
counts might be more focused on timely reports about the situation
within Venezuela without taking any sides.

To understand how information shared on Twitter could be re-
lated to news reports collected by GDELT, we analyzed the most
popular URL domains promoted by both anti-Maduro and pro-
Maduro communities. Table 2 presents the 20 most popular web
domains in each group based on the number of shares. We found
that 10 out of the top 20 domains shared in the pro-Maduro group
overlap with those domains recorded in GDELT database while
only 5 web domains shared by the anti-Maduro community over-
lap. This observation provides support towards the claim that news
sources from GDELT seem to align more with the messages/sources
shared by pro-Maduro community. Furthermore, we observe that a

Table 2: Top-20 domains by number of mentions shared in
both pro-Maduro and anti-Maduro tweets. We highlight in
bold those domains which are also recorded in GDELT.

pro-Maduro anti-Maduro
Domain # Messages Domain # Messages

caraotalibre.cf 1286 caraotalibre.cf 68381
elcooperante.com 990 el-nacional.com 17848
conelmazodando.com.ve 543 elcooperante.com 16878
minci.gob.ve 516 maduradas.com 9677
el-nacional.com 464 ntn24america.com 3796
maduradas.com 443 caraotalibre.ml 1649
konzapata.com 422 erpgkm.aws.ve.com 1590
telesurtv.net 363 noticias.canalrcn.com 1508
vtv.gob.ve 335 lapatilla.com 1388
ntn24america.com 224 caraotadigital.net 1343
actualidad.rt.com 219 dolartoday.com 1287
rt.com 196 elpitazo.net 1254
monagas.com.ve 182 donlengua.com 1100
mundo.sputniknews.com 174 caraotalibre.tk 1049
mindefensa.gob.ve 162 notitarde.com 1019
rnv.gob.ve 148 caraotadigital.cf 967
vicepresidencia.gob.ve 120 konzapata.com 966
radiomundial.com.ve 118 noticias.caracoltv.com 942
avn.info.ve 112 elnuevoherald.com 784
entornointeligente.com 110 epmundo.com 769

large portion of the URLs shared in pro-Maduro messages are from
state-run sources controlled by Maduro’s government (as shown
by those web addresses under the .ve domain). Additionally, we
noticed a high presence of state-sponsored Russian news organiza-
tions among these most popular domains (i.e., actualidad.rt.com,
rt.com, and mundo.sputniknews.com). Russian media has been
known for its extensive exploitation of the online environment
through influence operations [3, 13]. However, the strong relation-
ship between the Russian government and the Venezuelan regime
has managed to establish these sources as trustworthy in the eyes
of Maduro’s supporters.

Table 3: Top-10 domains promoted by Bot accounts in both
pro-Maduro and anti-Maduro retweetmessages.We identify
Bot accounts using Botometer score (> 0.5). We highlighted
the government domains in bold.

pro-Maduro Bots anti-Maduro Bots
mindefensa.gob.ve ntn24america.com

minci.gob.ve maduradas.com
vtv.gob.ve erpgkm.awsve.com

vicepresidencia.gob.ve dolartoday.com
telesurtv.net caraotalibre.cf

j.mp lapatilla.com
vivoplay.net elpitazo.net

maduradas.com vivoplay.net
psuv.org.ve el-nacional.com
rnv.gob.ve caraotadigital.cf

On the other side, the anti-Maduro community tends to share
news from well-established national and international news media
outlets, which are also recorded in GDELT (e.g., el-nacional.com,
noticias.canalrcn.com, noticias.caracoltv.com). Many do-
mains shared in this community are also from several independent
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Figure 6: Polarization scores (RWC) on networks where messages for a single topic are removed (Removed), and networks
where messages for only one topic are considered (Topic). Percentage of messages within each topic during Guaido interim
president episode: arrests (10%), military (25%), protests (41%), and violence (24%). Percentage of messages within each topic
during international aid episode: arrests (5%), military (51%), protests (9%), and violence (35%).
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Figure 7: Time series correlation between Twitter messages from either anti-Maduro, pro-Maduro, or neutral communities
and the respective exogenous events. We grouped messages by Spanish and English languages.
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Figure 8: Botometer score of users who cited URLs in tweets and retweets.

media websites, whose popularity was built mainly through Twitter
(e.g., caraotadigital.net, caraotalibre.cf, lapatilla.com,

elpitazo.net, dolartoday.com). In Venezuela, internet censor-
ship is a notorious problem. Over the years, the regime had fre-
quently ordered local internet service providers to block access to
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websites whose viewpoints or reports conflict with those of the
government [14]. As a result, many of these independent media
sources tend to be volatile and short-lived as they often get at-
tacked usually by means of DNS tampering. One such example is
the caraotalibre web domain. As shown in Table 2, this domain
was the most shared in each of the communities. Despite its neu-
trality in reporting news from each side, caraotalibre alongside
many other independent sources tend to also report coverage of
the on-going nationwide unrest. Hence, efforts to limit access to
this kind of information could have led to the emergence of multi-
ple caraotalibre websites under different free top-level domains
(i.e., .cf, .tk, and .ml). At the time of this study, the caraotalibre
website and its various domains were no longer accessible.

The next issue we investigate is the promotion of domains by
bots. We used Botometer [5] to identify potential bots who might
also be promoting these popular domains. Figures 8a and 8b show a
higher presence of bot-like behavior in the pro-Maduro community
working towards pushing and spreading these popular websites.
More precisely, Table 3 shows the top 10 domains promoted by
the identified bot accounts in each community. We found that pro-
Maduro bots tend to heavily promote Venezuela state-controlled
websites, whereas anti-Maduro bots are more likely to promote
information from independent news sources (e.g., dolartoday,
caraotalibre, lapatilla).

6 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
This paper addresses the following question: how do external events,
as seen from the lens of physical conflicts and news, drive related
Twitter activity? Understanding this question is useful for a number
of applications. One such example is the problem that motivated
our analysis in the first place, which is how to build a simula-
tor of social media activity that reacts realistically to real-world
events. The Venezuelan context of early 2019 is particularly rele-
vant because the social crisis in the country is well documented and
thus news articles are available and accessible in public datasets.
We selected two publicly accessible datasets that record real-wold
events: ACLED [24], which records conflicts of different severity
from peaceful protests to military interventions, and GDELT [17],
a Google-managed database of news reports across the world. On
one hand, ACLED gives the bare facts of conflicts in the physical
world; on the other hand, GDELT provides a record of the interpre-
tation of these events as published by journalists and interpreted
for the public at large. Thus, our question: how do journalists and
in-the-street conflicts affect the conversations in social media, and
in particular on Twitter?

Our quantitative investigation leads to the following observa-
tions. First, users who tweet in different languages show different
emotions to events: the locals (if we consider the Spanish-tweeting
users overwhelmingly Venezuelans or South Americans) react with
more joy to events to which the English-tweeting community reacts
with fear. This could be explained by the subjective reactions of
Venezuelans who see the hope of change where the outsiders see
political instability. In support of this hypothesis is also the obser-
vation that both pro-Maduro and anti-Maduro English-tweeting
communities correlate to news with less discrimination than the

Spanish-tweeting community, where the pro-Maduro group’s ac-
tivity correlates with the volume of news while the anti-Maduro
group’s tweets correlates better with the volume of reported con-
flicts. What this means for a simulator of social activity is that
focusing on language-driven subcommunities has to be nuanced.

Second, in heavily polarized communities such as the Venezuelan
Twitter community, the two sides show other differences as well.
The pro-Maduro community tweets in sync with the government-
controlled news as recorded in GDELT and shares messages from
Russian-sponsored channels (such as Russia Today and Sputnik).
On the other hand, the anti-Maduro community is more receptive
to anti-government street protests and thus correlates better with
ACLED-recorded events than with GDELT records. In a country
where the opposition is censored in media, the anti government
users share urls from independent newsmedia, some of which have
a volatile presence online, which challenges efforts to reproduce re-
sults. Moreover, the pro-Maduro activity includes users with more
bot-like characteristics than the anti-Maduro side. These distinc-
tions in behavior are again relevant for simulations at meso-level
granularity, where the volume of Twitter activity on each side is
an important objective.

Third, we show that different types of influential users contribute
differently to different topics and to the polarization of the user
interaction network. Specifically, we observe that media outlets con-
tribute to a stronger connection within the anti-Maduro community.
On the other hand, political figures bind the pro-Maduro network
more than media does. And finally, we see that different events lead
to different changes in network polarization. These observations
can help social media platforms fine-tune their content promotion
algorithm to alleviate or at least not exacerbate polarization.

While these observations are drawn from a specific politico-
cultural context, many of these observations will hold for other
contexts and other communities. We mainly highlighted differ-
ent reactions to real-life events as reflected in Twitter activity by
different groupings of users: English vs. Spanish-tweeters, pro vs
anti-government, media vs politician influencers vs the rest. Our ob-
servations can be used as guidelines to what parameters to choose
for social media simulations or even what to look for when char-
acterizing the social media activity of a community in times of
political crisis.
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